FIRST EMPLOYMENT SURVEY 2020

Graduates of the Ingénieur Polytechnicien 2018 Program
Professional integration

- **77%** employed before graduation
- **100%** employed 6 months after graduation
- **90%** are very or quite satisfied with their employment
Where do our graduates work?

- **50%** in the Economic Development (Companies)
- **31%** in Research and Innovation (PhD studies)*
- **12%** in the Public Sector
- **3%** in Start Up Creation (Entrepreneurship)
- **6%** Other**

* 2% in the public sector.
** 2% in non-PhD studies, 1% in volunteering and 3% in special circumstances.
Graduates in companies

24% of graduates are employed at a company where they completed an internship or a gap year.

86% are employed with permanent contracts.

27% work in a company with less than 50 employees.

37% work in a company with over 5000 employees.

64% in industry

16% in consulting

14% in banking and insurance

€70,000 Average gross annual salary, including bonuses all countries combined.
The UK and the USA are the top two destinations for young graduates working abroad.
Doctoral students

- 31% of graduates complete a PhD
- 32% complete their PhD abroad
- 30 365€ Average gross annual salary including bonuses
- 24% in Applied Mathematics
- 20% in IT
- 19% in Physics
Entrepreneurs

100% founded their own company successfully

73% became entrepreneurs a year before graduation

82% rely on a business incubator

91% launched their business in France

9% launched their business abroad

40 500€ Average gross annual income
Survey methodology

Survey carried out on 494 X2013 students (2018 graduates) including 395 French and 99 international students.

Response rate: 83% of French students and 52% of international students.